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>s include one and the same magnitude, whatever it is, you 11 come to the end of the finite magnitude, for every finite ,gnitude is exhausted by continually taking from it any inite fraction whatever. In no other sense does the infinite 1st but only in the sense just mentioned, that is, potentially d by way of diminution.1 And in this sense you may have bentially infinite addition, the process being, as we say, in nanner the same as with division ad infinitum; for in the je of addition you will always be able to find something bside the total for the time being, but the total will never 3eed every definite (or assigned) magnitude in the way that, the direction of division, the result will pass every definite bgnitude, that is, by becoming smaller than it. The infinite Before cannot exist, even potentially, in the sense of exceed-r every finite magnitude as the result of successive addition. follows that the correct view of the infinite is the opposite that commonly held; it is not that which has nothing tside it, but that which always has something outside it.2 istotle is aware that it is essentially of physical magnitudes it he is speaking: it is, he says, perhaps a more general juiry that would be necessary to determine whether the inite is possible in mathematics and in the domain of Dught and of things which have no magnitude.3
c But', he says, * my argument does not anyhow rob ithematicians of their study, although it denies the existence
the infinite in the sense of actual existence as something 3reased to such an extent that it cannot be gone through hegirrjTov); for, as it is, they do not even need the infinite
use it, but only require that the finite, (straight line) shall
as long as they please. . . . Hence it will make no difference
them for the purpose of demonstration/ 4
The above disquisition about the infinite should, I think, interesting to mathematicians for the distinct expression Aristotle's view that the existence of an infinite series the :ms of which are magnitudes is impossible unless it is avergent and (with reference to Kiemann's developments) at it does not matter to geometry if the straight line is not Suite in length provided that it is as long as we' please.
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